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Abstract
Capacity for Care
This session will be split into two presentations shared between Dr Holly Putnam and Dr Ann Enright.
Holly will reveal the theory and concepts of Capacity for Care, including how to calculate it for your facility as well
as the adoption driven capacity figure.
Ann will then walk us through how she implemented these principles at her organisation on a practical level. The
differences this made, the ups and downs, what it looked like operationally and the outcomes.

Practical aspects and applications of Capacity for Care:
Additional resources from Dr Holly Putnam:
Overview of Capacity for Care:
UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program
https://www.sheltermedicine.com/library/resources/?r=calculating-shelter-capacity
Overview of Capacity for Care:
Million Cat Challenge
https://millioncatchallenge.org/resources/capacity-for-care
Overview on adoption driven capacity:
UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program
https://www.sheltermedicine.com/library/resources/?r=adoption-driven-capacity
The Five Freedoms:
https://www.sheltervet.org/five-freedoms
Paradox of choice TED Talk:
http://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_on_the_paradox_of_choice?language=en
Study reviewing capacity for care and cat health, adoption and death in 3 animal shelters:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090023317301545
Managed intake webinars and articles:
Maddie’s Fund
https://www.maddiesfund.org/managed-admission-learning-track.htm
Alternatives to intake webinars:
Maddie’s Fund
https://www.maddiesfund.org/alternatives-to-intake-learning-track.htm
Additional resources from Dr Ann Enright:
What is ‘capacity for care (C4C)’?
Understanding C4C is critical to managing and improving shelter operations. It is a management tool that will assist
organisations provide the best care and outcome possible for each animal in their care. C4C will enable your team to help
more animals find homes.
C4C focuses on implementing practices that will enable more animals to move through the shelter system more quickly. Our
team concentrated our efforts on four main areas of shelter operations and as a result achieved some amazing results.
The areas we focused on were:
1. Data
Calculated daily cost of care per cat
Counted the number of cats/kittens on site
Identified numbers in each holding area (how many in adoption rooms, isolation, stray hold….)
Identified the number of incoming animals vs adoptions = Excess on site

2. Length of stay (LOS)
Calculated the average length of stay for our shelter, that is, worked out how long each animal spent (days) in our care from
entry to exit.
Our average LOS was shocking, approx. 2-3 months.
So we set a goal of 1 month (28 days) as the new average LOS, now our average LOS is around 2 wks.
3. Adoption barriers
Stopped requiring written permission from land lords
Stopped requiring multicat permits from Councils and just advised new owners of possible council restrictions
Introduced pathways to fast track highly adoptable cats/kittens (cute kittens, pure breeds, 3 legs)
Promotions for more difficult ones, ie FIV+, seniors for seniors, medical conditions
Increased partnership/alliances with organisations better suited to work with more challenging animals (timid/ rodent rangers
etc)
Trained staff
Releasing cats/kittens for adoption after one vaccine, ie not holding them until they completed a full course
Allowed mildly unwell cats/kittens to be adopted, ensuring new owners knew how to medicate if required
Adoption trials (2-4 weeks) for the more challenging cases
Open selection, placing those completing hold periods into the adoption rooms for preselection. People wishing to adopt after
hold periods and surgery were completed could register their interest (Interested Party)
4. Capacity for Care
i.
Used Adoption Driven Capacity (ADC) to determine our magic number of animals on site each day
Our ADC for Feb 2016 = 71 adoptions, and we assumed an average of 30 days/month
71 adoptions Feb/30 days mth = 2.4 cats/day adopted.
So using our average of 2.4 cats adopted per day we calculated our ‘magic number’
= 2.4 cats x 30 days (av LOS) = a maximum of 72 cats on site each day for our team to provide proper care.
ii.

Managed Intake: wherever possible we scheduled our intake/surrenders so we could better manage our on site
population. We didn’t say ‘no’ to anyone, but rather asked for them to bring their animal at a time when we were better
placed to provide the best possible care and achieve the best possible outcome.

www.dvm360.com managed-intake-and-capacity-care-tools-remarkable-C Karsten
iii.
Assessed our cat housing units and introduced portals where we could, increasing housing unit sizes for as many cats
as possible. Whilst this sounds contradictory, it actually helps improve shelter flow. Increased floor/living space
reduces stress, increases opportunities for more enrichment, provides hiding/resting/sleeping options, reduces stress
related diseases. All this creates happier, healthier cats which translates into more adoptions.
www.sheltermedicine.com/services/facility-design/portals-opening-the-door-to-lifesaving/
iv.
Expanded the foster care programme to include neonates and bottle feeders
Other Initiatives:
• Last Litter option to owners with mums/kittens – surrender kittens and we desex the mum for a reduced fee
• Introduced company policy that every animal having surgery in the community clinic needed to be microchipped
• Established a small reduced service community clinic with sliding fee options. This has since expanded employing more
vets and nurses to meet demand
• Desexing initiatives with local Councils to help low income families with desexing/microchipping/vaccination

•

Have spayathon days, with the plan to seek funding to provide these surgeries free to local rescues

Challenges along the way:
• Initial staff reluctance, esp from long timers. What worked most effectively was to demonstrate the savings that could be
gained from the changes, either in $ or lives saved. I did find that quoting results from scientific studies did not help. It
was seeing the results that slowly brought people around. I feel the aspect with the most impact was reducing the
number of cats on site as the staff enjoyed seeing an increase in the number of daily adoptions.
•

Reducing the length of stay was also positive as staff would often talk about how a cat/kitten was adopted 30 minutes
after being moved into the adoption rooms.

•
Introduce some changes as a ‘pilot programme’. This way reluctant staff feel the new idea may not last. Usually after a
few weeks the benefits become more obvious and the new change is accepted. You can always revert to previous
methods if the new idea is not working. Sometimes it’s a matter of correct timing when introducing something new.
What isn’t successful today may be successful at a later date.
•
Introduce changes slowly, ie one at a time so as not to create confusion and ensure staff are familiar with the new
concept, practice, procedure. Ask those doing the job for input/ideas on a new plan/consideration. Those on the front
line often have valuable suggestions you hadn’t considered
•
Celebrate the positives and small wins, acknowledge staff for good ideas, hard work, team work
•

Break the ‘them/us’ mentality – talk to people, spend time on the ‘shop floor’

Achievements:
• Saved $$$$$$$
• Disease free for 2+ years
• Increased intake AND increased adoptions
• Run out of cats/ kittens and transfer in from other shelters/ rescues/pounds
• Reduced our stray impound rate by 75% over 5 years.
• Expanded our initiatives to other Councils to help tackle undesexed pets and reduce euthanasia
• Established an expanding community clinic
• Planning High Volume (HV) desexing days
• Expanding community engagement and education, primary school visits
• Nursing home visits

